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INTRODUCTION 
Every recursively enumerable language can be generated by a 
van Wijngaarden grammar. This has been proved by SINTZOFF [9]; an elegant 
proof has been given by VAN WIJNGAARDEN [12] who showed that only one 
metanotion is needed to do so. The present report contains a formal proof 
of the reverse that each van Wijngaarden grammar generates a recursively 
enumerable language; no such proof has yet been given, as this fact is 
belied to be obvious by Church's thesis. The method of our proof is 
sketched as follows. 
A van Wijngaarden grammar concerns strings of symbols; it generates 
strings of special symbols and it gives rise to relations between strings 
(such as string s 1 can be obtained from string s 2 by applying some rule of 
the grammar). The problem we consider, is the question whether a set of 
special strings is recursively enumerable. We shall, however, not directly 
deal with this problem, but rather with a translation of it. We use a 
1-1 encoding of strings of symbols in numbers. Relations between strings, 
become relations between numbers, and the problem becomes the question 
whether a set of special numbers is recursively enumerable. By solving the 
translated problem we have indirectly solved the original problem since 
the encoding is 1-1. This method, which is called arithmetization, is well 
known in recursion theory. 
We actually will obtain the result by defining a predicate wordgener-
ation (X,w,d), where Xis the code number of a van Wijngaarden grammar, 
w is the code number of a string and d encodes all the information about 
the derivation of w. From the definition of this predicate it will become 
clear that this predicate is primitive recursive. Apparently w E L(X) iff 
3d[wordgeneration(X,w,d)], thus L(X) is recursively enumerable. The predi-
cate wordgeneration can actually be shown to be elementary recursive; this 
shows that the arithmetization is of the same complexity as the well known 
arithmetizations of Turing machines and of Markov algorithms. 
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FROM FORMAL LANGUAGE THEORY 
We recall the following from formal language theory; for details see 
+ HOPCROFT & ULLMAN [6]. Let V be a finite set. Then V is the set of all 
non empty strings consisting of elements from V, thus V+ = {v1···vn 
n ~ I, v. EV}. We indicate the empty string with A and put v* = V+ u {A}. 
1. 
For w Ev*, let lwl denote the length of w. 
We designate a Chomsky grammar ( shortly grammar) by G = (V, E, P, S) where V is 
a finite set, E c V, SE V-E and Pc V+xv* is a finite set: the rules or 
productions. If there are no restrictions on P, then G is of Chomsky type O or shortly 
type-O. If Jul s lvl for each (u,v) E P then G is context-sensitive. If 
u E V-E for each (u,v) E P then G is context-free. If (u,v) E P and 
x,y Ev* then xuy G xvy. We denote by i the transitive, reflexive closure 
of G" We omit subscripts G when no confusion is likely. The language gener-
ated by G is L(G) = {w Er* I S ! w}. 
A A-rule is a rule (u,v) E P with v = A. 
A homomorphism his a mapping v* • w*, where V and Ware finite sets, 
* and h(xy) = h(x)h(y) for all x,y EV. 
FROM RECURSION THEORY 
We recall the following facts from recursion theory; for details and 
proofs see DAVIS [3]. 
(I) The operation composition associates with the functions 
Ay 1 ••. ym f(y 1, ... ,ym), Ax 1 ••• xn g(x 1, ••• ,xn), ••• , Ax 1 ... xn g(x 1, •.• ,xn) 
the function 
(2) The operation of primitive recursion associates with the given total 
functions Ax 1 ••. xn f(x 1, ••• ,xn) and Azyx 1 ••• xn g(z,y,x 1, ••• ,xn) 
the function Azx 1 ••• x h(z,x 1, ••• ,x) where for all z,x , ••• ,x the n n I n 
following holds: 
h(O,x 1, ••• ,xn) = f(x 1, ••• ,xn) , 
h(z+t,x1, ••• ,xn) = g(z,h(z,x1, ••• ,xn),x1, ••• ,xn). 
(3) A function is called a primitive reau:t'sive function if it can be 
obtained by a finite number of applications of the operations of 
composition and primitive recursion, beginning with functions from 
the following list: 
(i) >..x(x+l), 
(ii) >..x(O), 
(iii) >..x 1 ••• x (x.). n 1 
(4) The following functions are primitive recursive 
>..xy(x+y) >..xy(xy) 
(5) Ann-place predicate Pis called a primitive recursive predicate 
if the characteristic function of the set {(x1 , ••• ,xn) I P(x 1, ••• ,xn)} 
is primitive recursive. 
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(6) If P and Qare primitive recursive predicates, then so are the conjunc-
tion PA Q, the disjunction P v Q, the implication P • Q and the 
negated predicate 7 P. 
(7) The predicates<,~,>,~,=,* are primitive recursive. 
(8) If P(y,x1 , ••• ,xn) is a primitive recursive predicate, then the predicates 
R(zl ,zz,Xl ' ••• ,xn), meaning 3y[(z 1 ~ y :;_ z2 A P(y,x1 , ••• ,xn)J 
and 
S(z 1 ,z2 ,x1 , ••• ,xn), meaning Vy[(z 1 ~ y ~ z2 • P(y,x1 , ••• ,xn)J 
are 
The 
and 
again primitive recursive. 
usual notation for these 
Zz 
3y P(y,x 1, ••• ,xn) 
zl 
z2 
'/Y P(y,xt,···,xn) 
1 
two predicates are 
respectively. 
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(9) We use the ~allowing definition of recursively enumerable set (this 
definition is equivalent to the one given by DAVIS [3]): 
A set Sis called recUPsiveZy enumerabZe if there exists a primitive 
recursive predicate P(x,y) such that S = {x I 3y P(x,y)}. 
CODING 
In the sequel we encode sequences of natural numbers in natural 
numbers; therefore, we need a primitive recursive function from nQO lNn 
to 1N. For convenience we require this function to be onto. The value of 
the function for the sequence x 1, .•• ,xn is denoted by tx1, .•. ,xn*· The value 
for the empty sequence is denoted by f *· We require this function to have 
the property that for all I$ i $ j $ n holds: 
f x. , ... , x . * $ t x 1 , ... , x. , ..• , x . , ... , x * . l. J i J n 
We require the following functions and predicate to be primitive recursive: 
the function L , which gives the length of an encoded sequence; thus 
L(fx1, •.. ,xn*) = n; 
the function( •• )., which gives the i-th element of a sequence; thus 
l. 
(tx1, ••. ,x *>· = x. for I $ i $ n; n l. l. 
the function* , which gives the code number of the concatenation of two 
sequences; thus X*Y = Hx)1,···,<x\(x),<Y)1,····(y\cy)*; 
the predicate EZem, where EZem(X,x) holds if£ for some i the i-th element in 
the sequence encoded by X, equals x. 
We define the primitive recursive function AXY • it(x,y) by 
{ it(x,0) 
it(x,n+I) 
= t * 
= it(x,n) * Ox*). 
The primitive recursive function AX It(x) is now defined by 
It(x) = it(x,L(x)). 
The function It has the following useful! property. Let a= ta 1, ..• ,an*' 
b = {b 1 , ..• , b *• where m $ n, and let b , , •• and b be equal to subsequences of m I m 
a 1, ... ,a (with b. = t * for at most one i). Then b $ It(a). We will use n l. 
this estimate to bound quantifications. 
There are several codings which have the desired properties and for 
which the required functions and predicate are primitive recursive. For 
example, see TROELSTRA [10] (proofs concerning the properties of this code 
are found in §:Z of KREISEL & TROELSTRA [7]) or VAN WIJNGAARDEN [13]. Tl1e 
actual choice of this code is, for our aims, arbitrarily. Even the use of 
an onto coding is not essential (for a code which is not onto see DAVIS 
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[3]), but then one needs a primitive recursive predicate which tells whether 
a number is the code number of a sequence, and the definitions of the func-
tions and predicate have to be adjusted in order to remain total. 
DEFINITIONS CONCERNING VAN WIJNGAARDEN GRAMMARS 
A van Wijngaarden grammar (W-grammar) is an ordered sixtuple 
G = (VM,IT,L,PM,PH,S) where the following holds: 
VM is a finite set, the elements of which are called metavariahles; 
L is a finite set, the elements of which are called terminal symbols or 
terminals; 
IT is a finite set, the elements of which are called protovariables; 
S is a special symbol in IT, called the start symbol. 
We requin~ VM, L and IT to be disjoint. Let VP denote L u IT, and let 
V denote VP u VM. The elements of V are called the symbols of the grammar. 
Let< and> be two symbols not in V. The set of hypernotions His defined 
by H := {<a> I a EV+}. 
+ * . f. . h 1 f h. h 11 d t 1 PM c V xv is a inite set, tee ements o w ic are ca e me aru1,es; 
p c (Hull) x (HuV) + is a finite set, the set of hyperrules or rule schemata. 
H 
We notice that for each ME VM the grammar GM:= (VM,VP,PM,M) is a 
type-0 grammar .. The grammar GM is called a metagrammar of G. If u~v, then 
we say that v is a direct metaproduction of u, and if u f:, v, then that v 
* . -l"l 
is a :etaproduetion of v. If M ~ v, where M is the startsymbol of GM and 
v E VP, then we call v a terminal metaproduction of M. 
* * A metaass,:gnment h is a homomorphism h: (V u { <, >}) • (VP u { <, >}) 
such that h(<) = <, h(>) = >, h(P) = P for PE VP and h(M) E L(GM) for 
Mr VM" 
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Thus h(M) is a terminal metaproduction of the metanotion M. 
The set of production rules of G, denoted by ProdG, is defined by 
ProdG :={(a,b) I there is a hyperrule (u,v) in PH, and there 
is a metaassignment h with h(u) = a and 
h(v) = b}. 
'f * Let a GB i  3w1,w2,w3,w4 E VP such that a= w1w2w3, B = w1w4w3 and 
(w2 ,w4) E ProdG. Again i is the transitive, reflexive closure of c• We will 
omit subscript G when no confusion is likely. The language generated by 
a W-gra:mmar G, denoted by L(G), is the set {w Er* I S ~ w}. 
EXAMPLES 
To illustrate the definitions concerning a van Wijngaarden grannnar, 
we consider two examples. We will write metarules and hyperrules in the 
form a • b instead of (a,b). 
Example 1. (Due to GREIBACH [4]). 
Let G = (VM,II,I,PM'PH,S) where 
VM = {N}, II= {S}, I= {a}, 
PM = {N • aN, N • a}, 
PH = { S • <a>, <N> • <NN>, <N> • N} • 
. + Notice that L(GN) = {a} • So any terminal metaproduction of N is of 
the form an, and any metaassignment his of the form h(N) = an. Thus 
} n 2n I n n ProdG = { S • <a> u { <a > • <a > n ~ 1} u { <a > • a I n ~ 1}. 
Consequently, all derivations of strings of L(G) are of the form 
2n 2n S =><a>=> <aa> => <aaaa> => ..• =><a >=>a 
Example 2. 
In order to make the role of the brackets< and> clearer, we change 
example I a little. Let all sets except PH remain the same, and let PH be 
defined as follows: 
PH= {S • <a>, <N> • <N><N>, <N> • N}. 
Again, any metaassignment his of the form h(N) n = a • Thus 
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n n n n n } ProdG = {S • <a>} u {<a > • <a ><a> In:::: I} u {<a > • a In:::: I • 
Consequently, all derivations of strings of L(G) are now of the form 
S ~<a>~ <a><a> ~ <a><a><a> ~ <a> ... <a>~ an. 
We notice that the effect of using brackets is that the string between 
the brackets is considered as a whole, and that this string is kept together 
in the derivation. 
REMARKS ON THE DEFINITION 
There are several descriptions of what a van Wijngaarden grammar is. 
The definition we give is almost the same as that of GREIBACH [4]. The main 
point where our definition differs from other ones concerns the type of 
the grammars~= (VM,VP,PM,M). GREIBACH [4] requires each~ to be a 
context-free grammar without \-rules. The ALGOL 68 definition in 
VAN WIJNGAARDEN [II] has context-free metarules and EMPTY::. as the only 
\-rule. Also DE CHASTELLIER & COLMERAURER f2] allow \-rules among the 
context-free metarules. On the other hand, BAKER [I] requires that each GM 
is a context-sensitive grammar, and allows \-rules only under special con-
ditions. 
For our goal it does not make much difference which type of grammar we 
require for~- Therefore, we choose the most unrestricted one, i.e. type-O. 
1'11BLIOTHEEK MATHEMATISCH CENTtl.l!rc 
AMS'fERD,~ 
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CODE NUMBER OF A VAN WIJNGAARDEN GRAMMAR 
We define the following standard code for the symbols of a W-grarnmar: 
code(<)= I, code(>)= 2. 
Let ao,a1,a2,·· be an enumeration of II, where S equals ao· Then code (a.)= 3i. ]. 
Let bl,b2'" be an enumeration of VM, then code(b.) = 3i + I . ]. 
Let cl ,cz, .. be an enumeration of I:, then code(c.) = 3i + 2. ]. 
Let Ebe the expression s 1s 2 ••• sn (thus E consists of the symbols 
s 1, s 2 , ..• , sn arranged in this order). The code number cn(E) of this expression 
is defined by cn(E) = cn(s 1, ... ,sn) = {code(s 1),code(s2), ... ,code(sn)t. 
The code number of a metarule or hyperrule (u,v) is defined by 
cn((u,v)) = {cn(u),cn(v)t. 
E::campZe: 
consider the hyperrule (<S>, S<S>). The code number of this hyperrule is: 
cn((<S> S<S>)) = {cn(<S>),cn(S<S>)t = 
= {{code(<),code(S),code(>)t, {code(S),code(<),code(S),code(>)tt = 
= H 1 , o, zt, < 1 , o, 1 , 2H. 
The code number of a W-grarnmar with metarules mI•···•II\_ and hyperrules 
hI, ••• ,h2 is defined as 
We note that each rearrangement of the sets II,VM,I: and of PM and PH 
leads to a different code number for the same W-grammar. On the other hand: 
if a W-grarnmar GI has symbols which do not occur in the metarules or hyper-
rules, then G1 may have the same code number as the W-grarnmar G2 which is 
obtained from G1 be deleting all these non-used symbols. The two grammars 
GI and G2, however, are equivalent in the sense that they have exactly the 
same derivations and thus generate the same language. 
PREDICATES CONCERNING THE STRUCTURE OF A VAN WIJNGAARDEN GRAMMAR 
(1) open bracket(x) ++ X = l . • 
open bracket(x) holds iff Xis the code of the open bracket<. 
(2) close bi•acket (x) ++ X = 2· ,
close bi•acket (x) holds iff X 1.S the code of the close bracket>. 
(3) start symbo'l(x) ++ X = O; 
start symbol(x) holds iff X 1.S the code of the start symbol. 
X 
(4) protovm•iab'le (x) ++ 3i [x = 3i]; 
0 
protova1°iab le (x) holds iff X 1.S the code of some protovariable. 
X 
(5) me tavarfob le ( x) ++ 3i [x = 3i+l]; 
I 
me tavariab 'le ( x) holds iff X is the code of some metavariable. 
X 
(6) terminal(x) ++ 3i 
I 
[x = 3i+2]; 
teY'l71inal(x) holds iff X is the code of some terminal symbol. 
(7) symbol (x) ++ protovariable (x) v metavariable (x) v terminal (x); 
symbol(x) holds iff x is the code of some symbol of 
(8) 
(9) 
the grammar. 
L(x) 
mfree string (x) ++ 'v'i [protovariab le ( (x) . ) v terminal ( (x) . ) J; I i i 
mfree string(x) holds iff xis the code number of a string which 
contains no metavariables, and no brackets. 
hypernot;ion(x) ++ open bracket((x) 1) A 
A close bracket((x)L(x)); 
L(x)-1 
'v'i 
2 
[symb ((x).) J A 1. 
hypernotion(x) holds iff x 1.s the code number of some hypernotion. 
L((x) 1) 
(10) mrule(x) ++ L(x) = 2 A 'v'i [symb(((x) 1).)J A 1 1. 
L((x),1 ) 
A ii•- ,symb(((x) 2\)J A (x) 1 =I= { t; 
mriule(x) holds iff xis the code number of some possible metarule. 
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(II) hruZe(x) +-r L(x) = 2 A ((L((x) 1) = 1 A protovariabZe(((x) 1) 1)) v 
v hyper>notion((x) 1)) 
L(b) 
It((x) 1) It((x) 1) [ 
A 6a Bb L(a) = L(b)+l A aL(a) = 
A (a) 1 = {*A Vi [protovariabZe((b).) 1 i 
1 . 
A (a)i+l = (a)i * (b)i]J; 
v hyper>notion((b).)) A 
i 
hruZe(x) holds iff xis the code number of some possible hyperrule. 
Intuitively, hruZe(x) implies that (x) 2 can be read as 
(b) 1 * (b) 2 * ... * (b)n, where each (b)i is a protovariable or a 
hypernotion. The string (a)i equals (b) 1 * ... * (b)i-l' thus (a)i is 
an initial substring of (x) 2 , and (a)L(a) equals (x) 2 . 
Remark. It is not impossible that for the code number x of a metarule, also 
hrule(x) holds. However, this will not lead to an unintended use of the 
rule, since we shall only speak about metarules and hyperrules of a given 
W-grammar. Then we will always check whether x was given as a hyperrule or 
as a metarule. 
(12) 
(X) 1 
W-gramm.ar(X) +-r L(X) = 2 A ix [EZem((X) 1,x) • mr>uZe(x)] A 
(X)2 
A ix [EZem((X) 2,x) • hruZe(x)J; 
W-gramm.ar(X) holds iff Xis the code number of some W-grammar. 
(13) metar>uZe(X,x) +-r W-gramm.ar(X) A mruZe(x) A EZem((X) 1,x); 
metaruZe(X,x) holds iff metarule xis a metarule in W-grammar X. 
(14) hyperruZe(X,x) +-r W-gramm.ar(X) A hruZe(x) A EZem((X) 2 ,x); 
hyperruZe(X,x) holds iff hyperrule xis a hyperrule in W-grammar X. 
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PREDICATES CONCERNING THE DERIVATIONAL PROCESS IN A VAN WIJNGAARDEN GRAMMAR 
(1) direct metaproduction(X,u,v) ++ 
direct metaproduction(X,u,v) holds iff v is a direct metaproduction of v. 
(2) metaproduction(X,u,v,d) ++ 
L{d) 
u = (d)l Av= (d)2 A !i [direct metaproduction(X,(d). 1,(d).)J; l. - l. 
metaproduction(X,u,v,d) holds iff vis a metaproduction of v and d 
encodes a derivation of v from u. 
(3) terminal metaproduction(X,m,tm,d) ++ metaproduction(X,m,tm,d) A 
A L{m) = 1 A metavariable((m) 1) A mfree string(dL(d)); 
terminal metaproduction(X,m,tm,d) holds iff tm is a terminal meta-
production of m and d encodes a derivation of tm from m. 
(4) metasubstitution(X,h,sh,m,tm,d) ++ terminal metaproduction(X,m,tm,d) A 
It(sh) [ A Bb L(b) = L(h)+l A (b)l = { l A 
L(b) ] 
A yi [((h)i = m+ (b)i+l = (b)i*tm) A ((h)i * m+ (b)i+l = (b)i*Hh)it)J ; 
metasubstitution holds iff the string sh is obtained from string h by 
replacing each occurrence of metavariable m by its terminal meta-
production tm, where d codes the derivation of tm from m. 
Intuitively this definition states that b 1,b2, ••• represents the 
sequence of those initial substrings of sh, which are the result of 
substituting tm form in all the initial substrings of h; so 
bL(b) = sh. 
(5) substitution sequence(hseq,mseq,tmseq,dseq) ++ 
L(hseq) = L(mseq)+l A L(mseq) = L(tmseq) A L(mseq) = L(dseq) A 
L(mseq) 
A Vi [metasubstitution(X, (hseq)., (hseq). + 1, (mseq)., ( tmseq)., (dseq).) J; l i i l. i i 
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suhstitution sequence holds when in the string (hseq) 1 all occurrences 
of the metanotions m1 ,m2 , ••• are replaced by their terminal meta-
productions tm1,tm2 , ••• • 
(6) derivation of a ruZe(X,l,r,lseq,rseq,mseq,tmseq,dseq) +-+ 
suhstitution sequence(X,lseq,mseq,tmseq,dseq) A 
A suhstitution sequence(X,rseq,mseq,tmseq,dseq) A 
A hyperruZe(X,{(lseq) 1,(rseq) 1*) A (lseq)L(lseq) =IA 
A (rseq)L( ) = r A mfree string(]) A mfree string(r); 
rseq 
derivation of a rule holds when (l,r) is a productionrule of W-grammarX. 
(7) ruZe(X,d) +-+ 
rule is an abbreviation of derivation of a ruZe. 
(8) derivationstep(X,r,u,v) +-+ ruZe(X,r) A 
(9) 
derivationstep(X,r,u,v) holds iff u ~ v in W-grammar X, where r codes 
all information about the productionrule that is used. 
derivation(X,r,s) +-+ 
L(r) 
L(s) = L(r)+I A Vi 
I 
[derivationstep(X,(r).,(s).,(s). 1)] A 1 1 1+ 
L(s) 
A L(s 1) = I A startsymboZ(((s) 1) 1) A yi [terminaZ(((s)L(s))i)J; 
derivation(X,r,s) holds iff (s) 1 ! (s)L(s) in W-grannnar X, the 
productionrul~s used are (r) 1 ,(r) , ... ,(r) ); startsymboZ ((s) 1) 2 L(r 
holds, and (s)L(s) is a string of terminals. 
(JO) wordgeneration(X,d,w) ++ 
L(d) = 2 A derivation(X,(d)l,(d)z) A ((d)2)L((d) ) = w; 
2 
wordgeneration(X,d,w) holds iff d codes the derivation of word w 
in W-grannnar X. 
RESULT 
All the predicates introduced up till now are primitive recursive. 
The next one is the only recursively enumerable predicate. 
beZongs to(X,w) ++ 3d[word generation(X,w,d)]; 
beZongs to(X,w) holds iff w E L(X). 
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According to the given definition of recursively enumerable set, this means 
that L(X) is recursively enumerable. So we have proved: each van Wijngaarden 
grammar generates a recursively enumerable language. 
We remark that, for a suitable choice of the encoding function { t, 
all predicates except the last are even elementary recursive (for a defini-
tion see e.g. GRZEGORCZYK [5]). This shows that the above arithmetization is 
not more complex in the sense of GRZEGORCZYK [5] than the well known arith-
metization of Turing machines (see e.g. DAVIS [3]) or the arithmetization of 
Markov algorithms (see e.g. MENDELSON [8]). 
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